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ABSTRACT: 

In this talk I'm going to discuss my approach to the theory and practice of “Theatrical Play” through the lens 
of three prototype systems currently under development in my lab. Digital media and games have long 
drawn on models and practices from the performing arts. Similarly, theatrical production has always been 
playful and “gamic”. My work explores the intersection of these two worlds to better understand the 
pleasures of participating in a digital narrative experience. While much of my prior work has been 
concerned with the theoretical perspectives that games, play, interactive storytelling, and acting theory 
have to offer, my current practice seeks to interrogate that theory through reflective practice. The projects 
I’ll discuss in this talk represent preliminary attempts at better understanding theories of transformative and 
theatrical play through design. They include Magia Transformo – a mixed reality playful experience where 
three players become “witches” at an occult ritual through the use of augmented props and costumes – 
ShadowCast – A VR Musical Theater Karaoke experience designed to explore the pleasures of live 
performance – and VirDAW – a platform for sound designers and composers to  transpose their creative 
practices into the embodied space of virtual reality. 

These three projects are still in preliminary development, but they help tell the story of the work happening 
in the Transformative Play Lab that cuts across disciplinary and methodological boundaries to explore new 
technologies for artistic creation, expression, and consumption. 

 

BIO: 

Dr. Theresa Jean Tanenbaum (“Tess”) is a game designer, artist, maker, and assistant professor in the 
Department of Informatics at the Donald Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences at the 
University of California-Irvine where she is a founding member of the Transformative Play 
Lab. She received her PhD from the School of Interactive Arts + Technology at Simon Fraser University. 
She organizes the UCI Global Game Jam Site which has grown to be the 8th largest site in the world over 
the last five years. 

Her current work explores the intersection of live performance and MR/AR/VR technologies.  Collaborating 
with Tim Kashani of Apples and Oranges Arts, she has mentored students in experimental designs for VR 
theater experiences, including a student team that took second place in the 2018 Butterworth Product 
development competition.  She is currently developing Virtual Reality systems that transform how we think 
about creative practice in the performing arts. These include ShadowCast, a VR networked theatrical 
performance platform (created in collaboration with Tim Kashani), and VirDAW, a VR digital audio 
workstation (created in collaboration with UCI Drama Professor Vincent Olivieri). 
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